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With the 5-Star designation, Check Point recognizes CBTS investments in CCSE (Check Point Certified Security Expert) and sales certifications, consistent marketing
engagement, and year-over-year

running head information security cloud
Microsoft Research's Project Freta aims to find invisible malware running on the cloud. Human beings are lazy and frugal. As soon as we can stop using a person to do
something simple, we do. People

cbts earns check point 5-star partner designation for security expertise, certifications, and growth
ONUG Spring 2021 consists of over 80 speakers who will discuss key topics of scale and flexibility to drive business value creation derived from the building and
running enterprise cloud architecture.

this ambitious microsoft project aims to fix cloud computing security
Cloud cyber resilience specialist Accurics Inc. today announced that its open-source project Terrascan now integrates with the Argo Project to enhance cloud security.
Terrascan is used to manage and

onug to address enterprise cloud, cloud native devops, security & automation at biannual spring 2021 event
“Essentially, we kept the world running cloud growth rates make cloud an “obvious” area for partners to focus, said Frank Rauch, head of worldwide channel sales at
platform security

accuris terrascan now integrates with the argo project to enhance cloud security
Cloud-native security has changed very quickly and will need to continue to evolve to meet tomorrow's challenges

savvy partners are embracing ai, security, cloud: channel chiefs
For more information, please visit our website. VMware software powers the world’s complex digital infrastructure. The company’s cloud, app modernization,
networking, security, and digital

the evolution and future of cloud-native security
In many ways, the benefit of cloud computing is also its main drawback. How can organizations keep their IT environments secure while leveraging the full benefits of a
cloud-native approach?

vmware expands into container security
Palo Alto Networks' cloud-native security suite is getting a bundle of new features to automate VM security and add malware protection to CI/CD workflows, among
others.

cloud workloads: how to manage complexity and increase security when going cloud-native
Researchers reported that in 2020 they detected 180+ malicious OAuth applications attacking 55% of their customers with a success rate of 22%.

prisma cloud can now automatically protect cloud workloads and containers
Extreme Networks, Inc. (Nasdaq: EXTR), a cloud-driven networking company, today announced it is the only cloud networking vendor currently triple-certified to
International Standards Organization (ISO

180+ oauth 2.0 cloud malware apps detected
The use of application programming interfaces (APIs) across cloud-native computing and digital business ecosystems has accelerated rapidly due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
securing apis demands tracing and machine learning to analyze behaviors and head off attacks
Juniper is rolling out Security Director Cloud to provide a central point of management for enterprise security management.

extreme sets new standard for cloud networking security, advancing the protection of customer data and privacy
In addition, 40 percent indicated that cloud platform expertise is the most significant security skill set in short supply 1. Expedient Security CTRL aims to address this
problem head-on

juniper takes sase security control to the cloud
Red Hat Inc. is betting that enterprises will be interested in its ability to secure hybrid cloud applications better with a new and more advanced iteration of its Red Hat
OpenShift platform. The

expedient delivers multi-cloud cyber security solutions to protect all workloads, applications, and systems
Often, free cybersecurity tools are running on outdated software and keep you safe as you browse the web by blocking suspicious sites. Kaspersky Security Cloud
protects Windows, Android, and iOS

red hat bakes cloud security into the heart of red hat openshift
Debanjan Saha, vice president and general manager of data analytics at Google Cloud, breaks down why he believes Google has the ‘most complete portfolio of data
analytics products in the market.’

top free cyber security tools 2021
Cloud certainly brings a lot of advantages to various facets — speed, agility, scalability, reliability and a base level of in-built security,” Mr. Sharma elaborated.
Furthermore, cloud

why google cloud’s data analytics tops the competition: debanjan saha
Ranked Industry Analyst Patrick Moorhead recently spoke with IBM’s hybrid cloud leader, Howard Boville (Senior Vice President of IBM Hybrid Cloud), to hear his
thoughts on the evolution of IBM Cloud,

embracing digital transformation: reimagining running the business on cloud
"Businesses of all sizes and types are looking for ways to derive more value from their data while maintaining security and tight controls over sensitive information,"
said Nirav Sheth, director of

ibm cloud leader howard boville is writing cloud computing chapter two: enterprises should take note
Wipro earns application development specialisation from Google Cloud following an earlier move to migrate SAP workloads to Google Cloud Platform

liveramp partners with google cloud to enable identity in the cloud
it also creates concerns regarding security issues, the potential for erased information, and transfer capabilities. Gain an edge by embracing an important advantage
provided by the G Cloud Mobile

wipro and google cloud deepen partnership
Designing for security is beginning to gain traction across a wider swath of chips and systems as more of them are connected to the Internet and to each other,
sometimes in safety- and

protect your phone data with this all-in-one discounted cloud storage
Metadata Service Exploitation Through SSRF Each of the top cloud service providers provides a metadata service for instances running in a leading Information
Security services provider.

ic security threat grows as more devices are connected
The conversation about cyber security of electrical and mechanical equipment is progressing slowly – but it is progressing

the top 3 most common cloud attacks and how to avoid them
Barracuda, a leading provider for cloud-enabled security solutions, today announced that it has been named a Leader in "The Forrester Wave TM: Enterprise Email
Security, Q2 2021." Within the current

m&e security: the killer in your chiller
Akash Network's community will be able to leverage CertiK's industry-leading suite of security nodes are now running on Akash MAINNET 2, the world's first
decentralized cloud.

barracuda named a leader in enterprise email security
However, with reward there comes risk, and the move to online shopping has led to a number of significant security challenges their precious information in one secure
cloud space with a

akash network, the first open-source cloud, partners with certik, the blockchain cybersecurity leader
NeuVector, the leader in Full Lifecycle Container Security, today announced that the Kubernetes-native, end-to-end container security solution is now available to IBM
Cloud customers through the IBM

overcoming retail security challenges with the cloud
However, an increased business footprint outside of the company network also comes with security risks. There are often misconceptions about where the
responsibility lies, with many organisations

neuvector brings full lifecycle container security solution to the ibm cloud catalog; also ...
For more information, please visit our website. VMware software powers the world’s complex digital infrastructure. The company’s cloud, app modernization,
networking, security, and digital

cyber criminals are targeting the cloud — here’s how to defend against them
Many host their systems with the big cloud platforms offered by Amazon, Microsoft and Google. These companies have endless resources and can afford the very best
in security software, tools and

vmware delivers advanced cloud workload protection with container and kubernetes security
Nutanix (NASDAQ: NTNX), a leader in private, hybrid and multicloud computing, today announced the Nutanix cloud platform now extends to AWS GovCloud,
providing a unified cloud platform across Nutanix

on crm: the biggest problem with the cloud isn’t security—it’s this
Businesses in Asia-Pacific (APAC) will need to get a grip on software quality and security multi-cloud environments which created challenges in IT management.
Katanasho said: “Running

nutanix helps public sector adopt cloud smart strategy with clusters on aws govcloud
StorageOS, a leader in cloud native storage management, today announced that IMT, a Los Angeles-based media asset management company serving the media and
entertainment

how apac firms can keep pace with software quality and security
It is a reasonable argument that the only reason millions of workers have been able to successfully work remotely over the past year is because cloud including security
information and event

storageos provides persistent cloud native storage for integrated media technologies
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which stay nearby.
why cloud should be your default setting
IBM is offering technical assurance that it can't access clients' cloud data. And it's using system integrators (SIs) to promote it. See more:

best cloud backup of 2021: online services to get your data backed up
Chile’s Concha y Toro says over-promise and under-delivery forced a partial retreat from cloud for a key business application

ibm begins cloud confidentiality push
Another important aspect of cloud security is having a security information and event management exactly how to ensure your processes are running safely and
efficiently.

why one of the world’s biggest wine companies decanted itself off of cloud
A cloud database is a scalable content database running the security perspective and invest in the best available solutions to secure databases. No solution is bulletproof, but it proves to be a

is the cloud secure? experts weigh in on how to make sure
Head of Security Solutions Strategy, Google Cloud. When: Tuesday, March 23 from 6:30pm – 8:00pm EDT Who: Riemer will discuss how Zero Trust security enables the
“Everywhere Workplace.”

advantages of working with cloud databases
Snyk, the leader in cloud native application security, today announced that Snyk is now integrated into Bitbucket tooling, giving Bitbucket Cloud users rich security
insights without having to leave

the everywhere workplace demands everywhere security: ivanti to present in the 2021 zero trust demo forum
The ability of cloud-based systems to deliver faster payments—and treasury insights—took on added importance during the pandemic.

snyk to provide developer-first security in atlassian bitbucket cloud
Prior to this, the new appointment was head of technology at Lebara Money “It is such an exciting time for me to be joining this high-growth cloud payment security
business,” said new PCI Pal CTO

making the cloud pay
Steve Burden and David Davies look at the NIST framework and its role in cyber threat protection and incident response. They explain why it’s important that cyber
response plans link to business

pci pal appoints mufti monim as new cto
SUNNYVALE, Calif., April 19, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Intermedia Cloud Communications, a leading provider of cloud communications solutions, announced that Makoto
Omi has been named as Intermedia's

as business continuity and information security move closer together, how can the nist framework help?
An Azure Sphere device is designed to integrate securely with the Azure Sphere security service running in the cloud kind of a single string of siloed information. What
the IoT and edge
device connectivity and edge intelligence in resource-constrained situations
Secure, business-grade online backup for everyone, no strings attached.View Deal If running regular backups more selective about which files head for the cloud, and
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